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摘  要 
 





















































As the increasing speed of China's reform and opening-up, economic and social 
development, people are also escalating the demand of transportation mode. Civil 
aviation aircrafts are good at high safety, comfort, high service level, well 
convenience, and so on. Therefore, more and more people choose to travel with civil 
aviation aircrafts. Generally, if a place has good developed of economy, its 
development of civil aviation is also faster. The increasing development of 
Quanzhou airport in recent years is benefit from the growing of local economic, the 
benefits of the expansion of the airline market, and the effort of airlines. As the 
result, local people have more choices on the trip. However, as the time being, the 
airport terminal station, parking apron, freight station and parking lot of Quanzhou 
airport are saturated or being saturated. Therefore, the design of reconstruction and 
expansion of Quanzhou airport has been started since 2007 to make the 
reconstruction and expansion project finished by end of “11th five-year plan". 
According to ‘Reconstruction plan of Quanzhou airport (Approval draft), 
Quanzhou airport reconstruction projects mainly include the follows: Office building 
of the aviation departments, International terminal building,Aircraft parking 
apron,Airport building,Rreconstruction of domestic terminal and so on.The overall 
costs of these projects are estimated to be RMB 775.60 million. With such huge 
investment, Quanzhou airport will bear great financial pressure due to its low overall 
profit. 
With the effectiveness of Airport localization reform and the decree of State 
Council on Airport Management regulations and with the development of the 
upgrading of aviation to great power, Quanzhou Jinjiang Airport has put priority to 
learn the advanced financing modes of both home and abroad, to study national and 
local supporting policies aiming at collecting more construction capital and adding 
to the capital of the airport’s reconstruction and expansion and to reduce the 
operational burden and to upgrade the operations to better serve local economic and 
social development. Also, by research and study of Quanzhou Jinjiang Airport’s 














construction financing to other small and medium airports while the investment 
attraction of small and medium size airports’ construction are limited. 
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